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The Drug Policy Alliance (DPA), the nation’s leading organization advancing drug policies that are
grounded in health, science, compassion, and human rights, appreciates this opportunity to submit our
comments to the United States Sentencing Commission on whether the Commission should reduce drug
sentencing guidelines by two levels.
As the war on drugs enters its fifth decade, there is a growing acknowledgement that federal drug
sentencing policies have led to unsustainable levels of incarceration. The U.S. is the world’s largest jailer,
and roughly one out of every 100 American adults is behind bars.1 The cost to incarcerate so many people
is an issue of growing concern: the Bureau of Prisons constitutes nearly a third of the annual budget for
the U.S. Department of Justice, representing almost seven billion dollars per year in spending. 2 In
response, Attorney General Eric Holder and the Obama Administration are pursuing numerous reforms to
drug sentencing policy, including stopping the use of mandatory minimum sentences in some federal drug
cases. These steps are consistent with the approach that we have advocated for many years based on
evidence that mandatory minimum sentencing policies have fueled mass incarceration and racially
disparate sentencing outcomes.3 We supported the USSC’s recommendations to begin to reform policies
driving over-incarceration at the federal level in the recent Report to Congress: Mandatory Minimum
Penalties in the Federal Criminal Justice System, to expand the access to the safety valve, mitigate the
cumulative impact of criminal history, diminish the incidence of stacking mandatory minimum sentences,
undertake a comprehensive study of recidivism, and generally reduce the use of mandatory minimums. 4
We now advocate that the USSC use its discretion to reduce all drug sentencing guidelines by two levels
in order to conform federal drug sentences to 18 USC § 3553(a)(2), 28 USC § 994(c) and (d), and 28
USC § 994(g).
Recommendations
Reducing all drug sentencing guidelines by two levels would be an effective method to better conform
drug sentences to 18 USC § 3553, 28 USC § 994(c) and (d), and 28 USC § 994(g), while having little to
no negative impact on public safety. Under this approach, statutory mandatory minimums would fall
within, rather than below, the guideline’s recommended sentence range for first-time, nonviolent drug
offenses. If there are aggravating factors present in the commission of the offense, these offenders could
be dealt with through the available enhancements under the guidelines.
The USSC reported in 1995 that it sets the base offense level for drug offenses slightly higher than the
mandatory minimum in order to pressure defendants to plead guilty or otherwise cooperate with the
government.5 This reasoning proved to be unfounded when the USSC reduced crack cocaine sentences
by two levels in 2007 and the rate of guilty pleas and cooperation were unaffected. 6 Additionally, low
quantity thresholds result in the apprehension of many small-time sellers who, even if they want to
cooperate, do not have valuable information to provide prosecutors with to receive substantial assistance.7

Regardless, placing the base offense levels for drug offenses above the prescribed mandatory minimums
is an inappropriate mechanism by which to encourage cooperation. In fact, this policy has the unfortunate
consequence of punishing noncooperation, which raises a host of due process concerns and arguably
infringes on a defendant’s 6th amendment right to trial. Also, defendants who provide substantial
assistance to the prosecution are eligible for substantial reductions in sentences that fall below the
mandatory minimums under 18 USC § 3553(e), making the purpose of higher guideline ranges as a
means to encourage cooperation superfluous.
In addition, the current guidelines do not accomplish their stated goals to provide just punishment,
deterrence, incapacitation, and rehabilitation.8 While the federal government spends an enormous amount
of money in the apprehension, prosecution, and incarceration of low- to mid-level drug offenders, it does
not have a positive impact on public safety and has led to significant overcrowding in the Federal Bureau
of Prisons.9 There is no evidence to support the claim that longer sentences lead to safer communities and
studies, including a major study conducted by the Department of Justice, have concluded there is little – if
any – connection between fluctuations in criminal activity and incarceration rates,10 especially in
reference to drug crimes.11 Furthermore, evidence is beginning to show that imprisonment leads to
greater rates of recidivism among drug offenders, when compared to probation and other alternatives,12
and prison has long been abandoned as an ideal space for rehabilitative intervention.13
Lengthy terms of imprisonment do not result in lower rates of drug use or drug-related crime. A 1997
report by the RAND Corporation found that mandatory minimums and long terms of incarcerations are
less cost-effective at reducing cocaine consumption and drug-related crime than putting heavy users
through treatment programs.14 Research has also found that while imposing longer sentences only on
high-level dealers has the potential to be cost-effective in reducing consumption, determining offense
seriousness based solely on drug quantity is an ineffective means by which to accomplish this feat.15
Additionally, high-level dealers are less likely to possess large amounts of drugs, as they are able to pay
others to assume this risk.16
These studies show that our draconian quantity-based drug sentencing approach has little to no effect on
criminal activity and recidivism, or increasing rehabilitation and public safety, thus highlighting the need
for reductions in drug sentencing levels in order to fulfill mandates laid out by Congress in 18 USC §
3553(a)(2)(B), (C), and (D). The U.S. must respond to calls from world leaders17 and move away from a
criminal justice approach to drug policy in favor of a public health model that expands and emphasizes
access to treatment and rehabilitation, such as the decriminalization regime that has proved extremely
successful in Portugal since being enacted more than a decade ago.18
The current federal guidelines result in the imprisonment of a vast number of non-violent, low- to midlevel drug offenders and trigger a downward spiral of disadvantage and collateral consequences that
negatively affects those incarcerated, their families, and their communities. The excessive incarceration
in drug sentencing makes thousands of people permanent economic, labor market, and civic outsiders.19
It increases and entrenches poverty in our most vulnerable communities.20 Individuals suffer when their
lives are disrupted by unnecessary imprisonment and the lifetime of legal discrimination that follows.
Families suffer when a financial contributor is imprisoned and communities suffer from a cumulative loss
of earning power when high concentrations of residents are incarcerated and returning ex-offenders are
unable to procure employment.21 Tragically, incarceration promotes a cycle of involvement with the
criminal justice system for the children of offenders, hindering intergenerational economic mobility,
familial stability, and public safety.22 The literature shows that current drug sentencing guidelines do not
adequately take into accounts the considerations outlined in 28 USC § 994(c) and (d). Reducing all drug
sentencing guidelines by two levels would work towards conforming to these standards by more properly
addressing both the factors that lead many drug offenders to commit drug related crimes and the
consequences of lengthy imprisonment as a response.
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Current drug sentencing levels are also in questionable compliance with 28 USC § 994(g), which dictates
that “guidelines prescribed [by the USSC] shall be formulated to minimize the likelihood that the federal
prison population will exceed the capacity of the federal prisons.”23 Since the creation of the USSC, the
level of overcrowding in federal prisons has been dramatically increasing and is now approaching 40%.24
In 2010, 23,964 people were convicted of federal drug violations25 and a majority of federal prisoners –
103,194 of 191,757 – were housed in federal facilities because of drug convictions.26 87,323 of these
prisoners were convicted of an offense carrying a mandatory minimum sentence of at least 5 years.
Marijuana offenses accounted for 6,161– or more than 25% – of the 23,964 drug-related convictions in
2010 and 12,473 federal inmates,27 despite the drug being arguably less dangerous than alcohol and
having been decriminalized in almost a third of U.S. states.28 Reducing all drug sentencing guidelines by
two levels would bring sentencing policy in line with 28 USC § 994(g) by significantly reducing
overcrowding in federal prisons.
Conclusion
As they are currently written, federal sentencing guidelines perpetuate a system that is not cost-effective
in reducing drug consumption or prohibition-related crime and violence, does not improve public safety,
fuels overcrowding in federal prisons, and destabilizes the lives of countless non-violent individuals, their
families, and their communities. The Drug Policy Alliance urges the USSC to take a step towards
conforming federal drug sentences to Congressional mandates laid out in 18 USC § 3553(a)(2), 28 USC §
994(c) and (d), and 28 USC § 994(g) by reducing all federal drug guidelines by two levels.
The Drug Policy Alliance thanks the Commission for the opportunity to comment.
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